Opiate antagonists and rewarding brain stimulation.
This review examines the literature on the effects of opiate antagonists on brain stimulation (ICSS) reward. Antagonists should have predictable effects if endogenous opioids modulate ICSS. Naloxone is the antagonist most often used, and it has produced inconsistent results in some ICSS paradigms. When schedules of intermittent reinforcement are used, however, naloxone reliably reduces the rate of responding. It reverses the effects of opiate agonists on ICSS behavior, and it also attenuates the effects of psychomotor stimulants, such as amphetamine. The results produced by naloxone are consistent with a modulatory effect of endogenous opioid systems on reward, and suggest that the opiate and dopamine systems together exert significant control over ICSS. Further research is needed to characterize better the actions of the antagonists on ICSS behavior, and productive research directions are proposed. Data obtained in future studies might suggest how the endogenous opioid systems modulate both natural and brain stimulation reward.